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INTRODUCTION
The Monkey MOMETER PRO has been specifically developed  

to help Australians take the necessary health and safety precautions  
as we get back to life post the initial Covid-19 lockdown. 

With accurate, contactless temperature scanning and  
the option of activating personal registration and access control,  

it’s the perfect solution for of fices, hotels, buildings,  
schools, shops, cafés and restaurants, as our communities open up  

to more patronage and use.
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NOTES: 

1.  Do not splash liquid or metal on the outer screen to avoid scratches or damage.

2.  Clean with appropriate glass-cleaning solution to avoid watermark.

3.  Take care when installing. Please handle the unit gently and don’t drop it. Surprisingly, it doesn’t handle that too well.

4.  Please ensure that the equipment is well grounded to avoid interference and damage to the video and audio signals.

5. These instructions only relate to the use of the Monkey MOMETER PRO for temperature scanning.

6.  Please don’t plug audio equipment, alarms and other external interfaces or terminals directly to the unit.

7.  The Monkey Mometer Pro works best in room temperature between -100C     and +550C and relative humidity
 between 10% - 90%. But if you’re working somewhere the room temperature is below 00C or above 300C  
 you should seriously consider looking for another job.

8.  This product is for indoor use only. Not weather/waterproof.
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INSTALLATION TIPS
The Monkey MOMETER PRO’S primary function is to measure temperature. This means  

it is sensitive to changes in temperature and humidity in its surrounding environment.  
Ensure your unit it set up in a place with constant temperature, at least 3 metres away from  
a direct heating or cooling source and not directly under a vent. When people enter a room 

from the outdoors their temperature measurement accuracy will be affected especially  
if you’ve come from a well-heated car, you’ve been out in the cold, or vice-versa. 

For the most accurate result, please wait a minute or two for body temperature to regulate 
before stepping up to the unit for temperature scanning. The temperature reading comes  

from the forehead area. Rain/water on the forehead, sweat, oil, heavy makeup, and wrinkles  
will cause the temperature reading to be lower than the actual temperature.  

Please ensure the user’s face is clear with no hair or clothing covering the forehead area.
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TO BUILD YOUR STAND: 

The upright posts have four holes  
in each end. One of those ends  

has hexagonal nuts on the inside. 
That’s the bottom.

Attach the baseplate to one of the 
posts using four of the supplied bolts.
Screw them in by hand then tighten 

with a 10mm spanner or drill.

THE STAND HAS THREE MAIN PARTS: A BASEPLATE AND TWO UPRIGHT POSTS. 
(YOU SHOULD ALSO HAVE A POWER CABLE, TWO BACK PLATES, A LARGE SPACER RING AND 20 BOLTS)

Carefully place the other post  
on top and attach the bolts.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3
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TO ATTACH YOUR MONKEY MOMETER PRO: 

Loosen the large nut at  
the bottom of the  

Monkey MOMETER PRO  
and remove it.

Feed the cords through  
the hole at the top of  

your stand one at a time  
until all are through.

Tighten the nut as much as  
you can by hand. If you like,  
you can tighten further with  

a large adjustable wrench. Feed the power cable  
through the bottom mail slot on 

one of the back plates.  
Then feed the cable up  

though hole between the posts  
and connect it to the  

Monkey MOMETER PRO’S 
power cable.

Feed the chords through  
the spacer ring and large nut.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4

Affix the two back plates  
using your remaining bolts.

STEP 5 STEP 6
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TO START USING: 

Place the stand….

 Plug the plug into  
a standard wall socket. 

If you use an  
extension lead, ensure  

it is taped down so  
no one trips over it.

 Place the floor decal  
50cm away from 

the front of the stand.

The Monkey  
MOMETER PRO will  

power up within 10 seconds  
of being plugged in. 

For best results wait a few 
minutes before using.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5

You’re good to go!

The Monkey MOMETER PRO will tell you if something is wrong – like if you need to stand closer to or further away  
from the unit, or if you need to clear things away from your forehead for a more precise temperature measurement.STEP 6
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CONNECTOR INTERFACE INTRODUCTION 
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1. USB 5V DM DP GND

2. Access Control (output)
A and B Normal open, default normal open,  
identification passed-connection, (alarm output 2)
C and D Normal close, default normal close,  
identification passed-disconnection, (alarm output 2)

3. Reset Key Hard reset

4. Power Connector DC 12V

5. Alarm Output GND+ALMO alarm output 1, without action output 
3.3V, with action output 0V

6. Wiegand Connector -WGI0 +WGI1 (input)

7. RJ45 100M



Level 1, 527 Chapel Street, South Yarra. Vic. Australia 3141
For terms and conditions, and to order online visit 
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This guide has been put together by combining a translation of the manufacturer’s original instructions with our own practical use and testing.  
The information contained within this document provides the user with all the practical information required to safely set-up and operate the  

Monkey MOMETER PRO as a temperature scanning device only. Without written permission, no unit or individual may in any way extract, copy,  
translate or modify all or part of this manual. Except as otherwise agreed, we do not make any representations or warranties, express or implied.

BLAINE COATES
 BLAINE@MAMMOTH-INNOVATION.COM

0409 099 819

For all trade and bulk enquiries contact:

EASY TO ORDER ONLINE WITH 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

JASON BIDDELL 
JASON@MAMMOTH-INNOVATION.COM 

0404 030 366

or or 
ASH ISRAEL 

ASH@MAMMOTH-INNOVATION.COM 

0400 978 877


